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Clare began... Lord, we know that You control all things and we Trust in You. Please help us to pray 

faithfully, fast as You lead us, and give offerings willingly to cooperate in disabling this latest threat 

to our country. Our whole world. Amen. 

Well, Heartdwellers, our Intel source has sent an alert to us, and we are issuing a call to prayer, 

offering, and fasting. This is a potentially most serious situation. When I read the title, speaking of a 

Dead Man's Switch, I didn’t know what that was - so I did just a little research on it. 

One source stated that... "A dead man's switch is a switch that is designed to be activated if the 

human operator becomes incapacitated, such as through death, loss of consciousness, or being bodily 

removed from control." 

On a simple level, for instance, if you passed out or had a heart attack while you were running your 

riding lawn mower, it would stop—instead of plowing on in spite of you. 

The article added that... "Though originally applied to switches on a vehicle or machine, it has since 

come to be used to describe other intangible uses, like in computer software." 

Our Source explained in their letter to us... "In the world of computers and the devices they are 

programmed to operate, the concept of a dead man's switch is that it is activated by inaction." 

"For example, if a password is entered daily, the switch remains off. But if no one enters the 

password, the switch is then activated - and whatever the device or weapon the program is holding 

back - is then released. 

They continued... "There are three such Dead Man's switches here in the US that are monitoring bio-

weapons. These weapons have been placed near the Washington, D.C.-Baltimore, MD area, Sacramento, 

CA, and Seattle, WA. 

"These bio-weapons, once released, would cause China to launch nukes on these areas and then blame 

Russia (who has nothing to do with this) so the clay feet can begin World War 3 and avoid their arrest. 

All of this will play out in the next 6-7 weeks." 

Interestingly, I looked it up. Easter is at the end of 7 weeks from now. 

Our Source finished the letter... "We should pray against this every single day and ask God to reveal 

the locations of these devices, along with the ability and the wisdom to disarm them. And of course, 

that they will not go off. 

"If one of these switches goes off, millions of people will die. President Trump is trying to take out the 

clay feet without these bio-weapons going off. And our prayers will help make a great difference." 

So, let us all rise up for the Kingdom again, dear Heartdwellers, and join our petitions to the Father’s 

will. As Jesus has asked us to ask Him: More Time. More Grace. More Mercy, Father - until the very 

last moment You are able to give us to help gather in Your Children... Amen. 


